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Who Gives Money and Why?
• Federal
– gives and takes away
based on political
agenda
– they tell you what to
do
– fewer $ means fewer
submissions \
• success rate increases

– slow review process

• State
– little $ for basic
research
– often good for
projects w/students
– outsource work when
budgets decrease
– BUT - even when they
have money they won’t
tell you about it

Private Giving
• Private Foundations
– give out of goodness of
their heart
– advance a particular
cause
– $10 billion annually
– only $1 billion to
universities
– often fund geographically

• Corporations
– give for enlightened
self-interest
– quality of life
– employment pool
– improve image
– “Dow helps you do
great things”

What is a Grant?
• A Grant is a conditional gift or a
conveyance of funds with strings attached.
• The funding source identifies the problem
they want addressed, but no outcome is
known.
• The idea originates with the grantee.

Grant vs. Contract
• Grant
– project conceived
by investigator
– agency supports or
assists
– performer defines
details and retains
scientific freedom
– agency maintains
oversight

• Contract
– project conceived
by agency
– agency procures
service
– agency exercises
direction or control
– agency closely
monitors

Types of Grants
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research
Curriculum
Demonstration
Training
Equipment
Fellowships
Federal Laboratory Research
Primarily Undergraduate Institutions

The Process
• A good idea
• A good institutional fit
• Assemble a winning
team
• Match the idea to a
sponsor
• Read the Guidelines
• Read them again

• Contact the sponsor
• Develop a detailed plan
• Develop the budget
from the detailed plan
• Read the guidelines
again with narrative in
mind
• Be persistent - revise
and resubmit !!

Is it the Right Grant?
• Federal
– Are you eligible?
– Are you able to meet
the match?
– Do the funds cover
what you need them to
cover?
– How much money?
– Who is the decision
maker of spending the
funds?

• Personal
– Institutional/ Career
Advancement
– Protected Time
– Salary dependent?
– Will you be able to meet
the deliverables?
– No grant Interest
– Change to meet
priorities?

More Questions to Ask
• Does the funding agency share your goals?
• Is the funding agency interested in the same
populations?
• Has the funding agency funded projects similar to
yours?
• Have they made awards to institutions similar to
ours?
• Does the agency require matching?
• When will the award be made?
• Do they have a hidden agenda?
• Do they support controversial groups/causes that
conflict with your institution?

Writing a Grant is Like Playing a Game
You have to Play by the Rules!!
– GET the guidelines
– READ the guidelines
– FOLLOW the guidelines exactly!
• Respond to all sections.
• Adhere to any format restrictions.
• Topics must be covered in order presented in
guidelines.
• Use headings that correspond to the
guidelines.

How do you get started?
• Find something you are passionate about or
interested in
• Organizational or community priority
• Find a champion (physician, administrator,
community)
• Contact and work with your development office
• Then start Writing!-Just Do It!
• Writing is like playing a musical instrument
– needs constant practice
– needs dedicated time
– commitment

Seek Out Help
• Seek out a Grant Writer
– Academic-works on both institutional
grants and with individual faculty
– Private-works on whatever you contract
them for

• Grants and Contracts Folks
– Academic medical center vs hospital

• Someone who has experience-prior
grant awardee

Keys to Success
• Innovation and Creativity is important
– Looking for new solutions to old problems
– How do you create creativity?

• Assemble a strong team

• Calling the Program Officer is the
most important element
– 85% of all successful grant seekers have
had contact with the program officer
– The major variable in getting proposals

Grant Phobia: Is it Real?
• Fear of rejection
– Reality - only one proposal in 5 is turned down
because the idea wasn’t good enough
– Reality - A rejected proposal is worth about
$10,000 of free advice
– Reality - the success rate is higher for
proposals turned in a second time
– Reality - the success rate on a third submission
is almost 1:1

The grant process is never wasted!
•
•
•
•

Can’t get a grant unless you write one
Professionally fulfilling
Requires you to focus your thoughts
Armed with reviewers comments the
second proposal is always stronger

Don’t Wait to the Last Minute
• A crisis on your part does not
constitute a crisis on funder’s
part.
• One Hour before the grant needs
to go out, the copier will break.
• Leave enough time
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